In this work, we propose several online methods to build a learning curriculum from a given set of target-task-specific training tasks in order to speed up reinforcement learning (RL). These methods can decrease the total training time needed by an RL agent compared to training on the target task from scratch. Unlike traditional transfer learning, we consider creating a sequence from several training tasks in order to provide the most benefit in terms of reducing the total time to train.
Introduction
In transfer reinforcement learning (RL), the knowledge obtained from training on a source task can be leveraged to learn a target task more efficiently [17] . A source task is typically similar to and sometimes lesser complex than the target task. When such a source task is not readily available, one typically has to select or build a few candidate tasks from scratch and hope that the total time spent to train on (a subset of) these training tasks and then the target is less than the time needed to learn a policy from the target task directly.
Narvekar et al. [10] present preliminary attempts in direction. They define the problem of curriculum learning for RL as follows: Design a sequence of tasks (i.e., a curriculum) on which a learning agent learns sequentially by transferring knowledge across the stages of the curriculum, ultimately leading to reduced learning time on the target task.
There are two parts to any solution for curriculum learning: the first is to create a set of source tasks, and the second is to determine a curriculum from these. Though in [10] , the authors showed that a learning curriculum can speed up the learning on the target task, they stop short of addressing the process of finding a curriculum from the source tasks. Instead, they focus on creating agent-specific training tasks from the target task. In this work, we address this latter key part of the curriculum learning problem, viz., given a set of training tasks, how can one order them in an online fashion to form a learning curriculum that speeds up the overall training for a target task.
We propose methods for online learning of a curriculum in two scenarios: first, when there is no domain knowledge about the tasks at hand, and second, where there is additional knowledge about the tasks. In the latter case, such domain information can be encoded in various ways (for instance, in [10] , the authors are able to design a parametric model for tasks using domain knowledge). We use the available domain information as features to extrapolate learnability across training tasks, which consequently is used to further speed up curriculum learning. In both settings, our proposed methods are independent of the choice of RL algorithm employed by the agent as well as the choice of the transfer technique used (the latter can depend on the representation maintained by the RL agent, viz., Q-values, policies or the model estimates). We only assume that the RL algorithm and the transfer technique used are compatible with each other. Thus our methods can work with existing RL algorithms and transfer methods introduced in the literature [4, 7] .
Related Work
Offline curriculum learning in the context of supervised learning has been explored before. In [3] , the authors showed that learning using a curriculum has an effect on the rate of convergence of the prediction model. In [12] , the authors proposed an approach that processes multiple supervised learning tasks in a sequence and finds the best curriculum of tasks to be learned. This is analogous to our reinforcement learning setting, although the emphasis in [12] is on empirical risk minimization rather than training time. Active learning methods have also been used to find a curriculum of supervised learning tasks in the lifelong machine learning setting [13, 11] . However, as mentioned before, all these methods apply to the supervised learning setting and typically need to exploit domain knowledge. In contrast, for reinforcement learning, as we show in our experiments, domain knowledge is not necessary for online curriculum learning and can still lead to faster training of an agent on the target RL task.
Analogous to our work is that of [9] , wherein the authors define a student-teacher setting for supervised learning. There, the teacher's task is to provide a sequence of training data to the supervised learning algorithm such that the latter can quickly learn the correct hypothesis. As we show later, our methods follow the template of presenting a task to the RL agent for a number of steps and then changing the task (for instance, picking a slightly more difficult but transfer-learnable task) such that the agent is steered towards the target task.
Transfer in reinforcement learning addresses the problem of designing schemes for efficient knowledge transfer from a given source task to a given target task [2, 18, 15] . However, the focus here is typically on efficient transfer (which in itself is a hard problem) and not on the selection of source tasks. Certain recent works in multi-task reinforcement learning look at the problem of task selection where the agent is presented with a set of tasks to learn from [20] . Here, the goal is to make the agent learn policies that are simultaneously good for all the tasks. As such, this is very different from our setting where we want our agent to learn a target task successfully in a time efficient manner.
In [14] , the authors presented an offline method to find a curriculum by computing transfer measure for each pair of training tasks to form an inter-task transferability model. They then use this model to find a curriculum in a recursive fashion offline. Not only this is computationally intensive, such an approach is bound to fail in our online setting where we measure the success of learning a curriculum based on the total time to train (i.e., the time to learn the curriculum and the time to train on the target task). The computation of the inter-task transferability model requires a significant amount of time and domain knowledge. In that time, one could easily train an RL agent on the target task directly from scratch. Nonetheless, when there is domain information available in the form of features, we are able to build on this approach by proposing an active learning method. This method of ours builds a model similar to that in [14] while benefiting from reduced computation time. One of the directions for future exploration would be to decide in an online manner, when domain knowledge is helpful and when it is not. We currently do not address this choice. It is intuitive that when the number of training tasks is large compared to the complexity of the target task, it may be helpful to use the domain aware online curriculum learning methods compare to the domain-agnostic ones. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present general methods for creating a curriculum of training tasks online in both the domain agnostic and domain aware scenarios.
Finally, note that in theory, designing a curriculum while designing the training tasks in a coupled manner can further improve the total time needed for an agent to learn a target task. Unfortunately, the current state of the art is not yet amenable to a coupled approach. Our work complements the work in [10] , which present methods to create a set of training tasks which are related to a target task. A future extension could look into the more complex coupled task design and sequencing. In this work, we reasonably assume a set of training tasks similar to the target task are already present and we only need to create a curriculum and learn on the target task faster than learning on the target directly from scratch.
Preliminaries
We introduce a couple of key ingredients that will be useful in defining our problem and solutions. Transfer in RL: In transfer reinforcement learning, instead of learning on a task M directly, an agent first learns on a suitable source task M sub . The learned knowledge (for instance, Q-values) from M sub is then reused to warm-start learning on the target task M making learning the latter task faster. Different works propose different ways of transferring the knowledge from the source task M sub to M including samples [8] , the learned policy [5] , model of the environment [4] and the value function [16] . In our work, we demonstrate the performance of our online curriculum learning methods using Q-function transfer. This entails initializing Q-function for the agent working with M using those obtained for M sub . In the literature, there are ways to facilitate such a transfer even if the state and action spaces of the two tasks are distinct, as long as there is a cross-task mapping between them [19] .
Active learning: We discuss active learning in the well known setting of ordinary least squares (with additive Gaussian noise assumption). In this problem, the objective is to find a model that minimizes the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the true values and the predicted values. That is, we minimize over θ, the objective n t=1 (y t − θ T ( xt 1 )) 2 , where (x t , y t ) n 1 is the training data. An analytical solution to this problem (under certain conditions) is given byθ = (X T X) −1 X T y, where X is a matrix whose rows are indexed by training examples (x T t 1) (1 ≤ t ≤ n) and y is a column vector indexed by training example ground truth values (yt) . Further, let θ * be the true parameter that linearly relates y t and x t . Then, the expected Euclidean distance between the true and the estimated parameters is given by E( θ − θ * 2 ) = σ * 2 Tr[(X T X) −1 ] where σ * 2 is the noise variance and Tr[·] is the trace operator.
In the active learning variant of this problem [6] , we sequentially select training examples to minimize the estimation error. Let's assume that we already have some training points (so X is well defined) and let A = (X T X) −1 . If we now choose a training example (x T 1) and append it to X, then A matrix gets updated as:
write estimation error in terms of the new example:
And observe that we only need to choose a v that maximizes v T AAv 1+v T Av . If we assume that our data is normialized (and hence v = 1), then the maximizing v,v, turn out to be the normalized eigenvector of A with the largest eigenvalue. We can thus choose the next training point that is most similar tov.
Problem Setup
Let the MDP corresponding to the target task be M target . Let the set of training tasks be
is an MDP similar to M target with possibly different state and action spaces. Let the total number of steps (each corresponding to a state transition) allowed for training the RL agent be T .
The objective of curriculum learning is to design an algorithm that, when given an RL agent as an input, constructs a (sub)sequence of tasks from T sub and trains the agent on them first and then on the M target to achieve a desired level of performance. And in particular, the total number of steps it takes for designing the curriculum, training the agent on the curriculum and then on the target M target is lesser than the steps needed to train the agent directly on M target for the same level of performance. In other words, the algorithm (active simulator) actively chooses and switches the tasks which the RL agent is training on. It is assumed that the RL agent is able to transfer knowledge from previous tasks while starting a new task. The algorithm itself can be agnostic to the exact transfer technique. Let the (sub)sequence of tasks designed by the algorithm be M *
Further let the ordered set of curriculum tasks be denoted by I m = (M * 1 , M * 2 , · · · , M * i ). We hypothesize that learning the target task after transfer from a learned curriculum is faster than learning on the target task alone or by using single stage transfer methods. Intuitively, the algorithms that address online curriculum learning have to find a learning curriculum (a sequence) from these training tasks and make the agent learn on the sequence by transferring knowledge from one task to another, with the ultimate aim of learning the target task in the lowest number of simulation steps. Because these algorithms change the task (i.e. the simulation environment) seen by the agent over time, we call them active simulators.
The algorithms are given a budget of total T steps within which they need to train the RL agent on the target task, where each step signifies one state-action-reward-state cycle. All our algorithms operate in two phases: curriculum selection and training on training tasks, and training on the target task. The first phase can have a budget of g(T ) < T steps that can optionally be provided as an input. The algorithms also have access to an oracle T Learn(L, M, τ ), where L is an RL agent, M is an RL task and τ is the upper bound on number of steps available for learning. This oracle is an abstraction to the process where the RL agent trains on a task for a given number of steps. At the end of training, the oracle returns the reward accumulated by L on the task M that it trained on.
Further, the algorithms have no control over the RL algorithm (say a tabular method or a function approximation based method) that the agent L employs and treat it as a black box. One of the consequences of this is that we cannot reset the learned knowledge of the agent. To get around this, we assume that our algorithms can clone the agent at any given step to freeze the learned knowledge (more details below). We also assume that the agent L can first transfer previously learned knowledge (say in the form of a policy or Q-values or the dynamics) using a transfer method and then learn a given task M.
Active Simulators for Online Curriculum Learning
We now present several active simulator variants under two scenarios, viz., the domain agnostic and the domain aware settings. In the domain agnostic setting, online curriculum building is based on the task specific rewards accumulated and their transformations. In the domain aware setting, curricula are obtained using features that describe each of the tasks. The active simulator methods are: (a) Binary Curriculum Selector, Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector, Local Transfer Maximizing Selector, (d) Active Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector, and (e) Active Local Transfer Maximizing Selector. Among them, the first three are domain agnostic and the latter two are domain aware methods.
Binary Curriculum Selector
In this method (see Algorithm 1), the agent is assigned tasks on which the rewards it has accumulated in the past is less. The intuition is that tasks in which the agent has relatively collected more rewards, are less likely to help with good transfer of knowledge in the future compared to tasks where it has not. In essence, the rewards collected are a proxy for the difficulty levels of the tasks and an implicit assumption that more complex tasks are closer to the target task is being made. The method works as follows. First, the agent is trained sequentially on each task in T sub for a fixed number of steps τ and rewards accumulated for each task (M i .r) are logged. Then, T sub is modified to include those tasks on which the accumulated reward is lesser than the remaining half. This shrinks the size of T sub by 2. And the process is repeated till T sub is empty. After this, the agent learns on the target task M target for remaining number of steps. Note that transfer of knowledge is assumed every time there is a switch in the task assigned. The number of steps spent in training with the source task can be a proportion of the total time (say 0.6T ) and automatically determines τ . Finally, note that because of eliminating half the tasks after each stage, the total number of times the training tasks are switched is K log K.
Algorithm 1: Binary Curriculum Selector
Input: L, τ , T sub = {M sub k } K k=1 , M target , T Output: L 1 g(T ) = 0 2 while T sub = φ do 3 L, M i .r ← T Learn(L, M i , τ ) ∀M i ∈ T sub 4 g(T ) ← g(T ) + τ |T sub | 5 Sort T sub in ascending order of M i .r 6 T sub ← T sub [1 : 1 2 |T sub |] 7 end 8 L ← T Learn(L, M target , T − g(T ))
Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector
In this method (see Algorithm 2), the next task in the curriculum is selected greedily based on the performance of the agent on each task in the set of remaining tasks to choose from. In order to achieve this, the method needs access to multiple copies (clones) of the RL agent L so that it can accurately measure the transfer effect. This is because, when the agent trains on a task M u and then transfers to train on another task M v (for instance, to measure the transferability between the two tasks), the information state of the agent at the end of training on M v is different from the information state at the beginning of training. For a third task M w , one cannot now compute its transferability with M u unless the state of the agent after training on M u is preserved. The use of copies helps the method replicate an agent's knowledge level for computing inter-task transferability reliably. Note that making a copy is a mild assumption compared to having direct access to the internal state of the learning agent.
Thus there are multiple learners: (a) the original agent L, and (b) virtual learners {L c } that copy agent L's state. A copy agent L c is used to assess inter-task transferability effect starting from the current state of L. The method then selects the task where the copy agent gets the maximum reward and adds it to the curriculum. The original agent L then learns from this new task that was added to the curriculum. This process is repeated till all the subtasks are added sequentially into the curriculum. After training on all tasks in the curriculum, the method trains the agent L on the target task M target . One key aspect of this method is that this selects the next task based on the sequence of tasks already in the curriculum at every decision epoch.
In Algorithm 2, τ 1 and τ 2 are the number of steps used for evaluating inter-task transferability and learning a task respectively. Procedure Eval(L c , M i , τ 1 ) outputs the reward accumulated on task M i by L c in τ 1 number of steps. Note that, this procedure does not alter the original RL agent L. The length of the curriculum obtained in this method is equal to the number of training tasks K.
Algorithm 2: Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector
Input: L, τ 1 , τ 2 , T sub = {M sub k } K k=1 , M target , T Output: L 1 g(T ) ← 0 2 while T sub = φ do 3 L c ← copy(L) 4 M i .r ← Eval(L c , M i , τ 1 ) ∀M i ∈ T sub 5 M * ← arg max M i ∈T sub M i .r 6 L ← Tlearn(L, M * , τ 2 ) 7 g(T ) ← g(T ) + τ 1 |T sub | + τ 2 8 T sub ← T sub \ M * 9 end 10 L ← TLearn(L, M target , T − g(T ))
Local Transfer Maximizing Selector
In this method (see Algorithm 3), the effect of transfer from one task to another task is calculated for each task pair in T sub as well as for pair of tasks where the first task is in T sub and the second task is M target . Based on the K × (K + 1) numbers computed, the methods designs a curriculum that maximizes local transfer. That is, the curriculum is obtained by starting from M target and traversing in the reverse order. In particular, a predecessor task with which the transfer effect to M target is the highest is first selected. Then, the process is repeated recursively and a sequence of tasks M * 1 → M * 2 → . . . → M target is obtained. Then the method assigns this curriculum to the RL agent L. As in the previous method, copies of the agent L are used to accurately capture the transfer effect. In Algorithm 3, the quantity F is the inter-task transferability matrix where each entry F [i][j] = TransferMeasure(L c , M i , M j , τ 1 ) stores the reward accumulated while training on task M j after transferring knowledge (a learned policy or Q-values etc.) from experience with task M i and starting with task M j . Note that the copy agent L c also follows L's transfer method while capturing transferred knowledge. The method spends τ 1 steps for computing the transfer effect for each pair of tasks. The length of the curriculum obtained in this method is K, the size of the training task set T sub . This method is in principle an offline method similar to [14] but without taking domain knowledge in consideration.
Algorithm 3: Local Transfer Maximizing Selector
Input: L, τ 1 , τ 2 , T sub = {M sub k } K k=1 , M target , T Output: L 1 F [K][K + 1] ← 0, g(T ) = 0 2 for M i ∈ T sub do 3 for M j ∈ T sub ∪ T target do 4 L c ← copy(L) 5 F [i][j] ← T ransf erM easure(L c , M i , M j , τ 1 ) 6 g(T ) ← g(T ) + τ 1 7 end 8 end 9 C ← {M target }, N extT ask ← M target 10 while T sub = φ do 11 M * ← arg max M i ∈T sub F [M i ][N extT ask] 12 C ← C.add(M * ) 13 T sub ← T sub \ M * 14 N extT ask ← M * 15 end 16 C ← Reverse(C) 17 for M i ∈ C \ {M target } do 18 L ← TLearn(L, M i , τ 2 ) 19 g(T ) ← g(T ) + τ 2 20 end 21 L ← TLearn(L, M target , T − g(T ))
Active Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector
This is the first of the two domain aware methods we propose. In this setting, we are also given feature vectors f i = [f i1 , f i2 , . . . , f in ] for each task M i ∈ T sub .
We will adapt the Reward Maximizing Greedy Selector method described before (see Algorithm 2) to this information rich setting in the following way. Consider the partial list of tasks (M * ) at a particular iteration m in the while loop and denote it by I m . When we need to decide on the next task in the curriculum at step m + 1, we will avoid evaluating the reward collected (see line 4 in Algorithm 2) for every possible task under consideration.
In other words, instead of finding the transferability measure for each sequence-task pair (the sequence being I m and the task being one of the remaining tasks in T sub at step m + 1), the method will now use the task specific features to create feature vectors for every pair of tasks and build a transferability prediction model. In particular, the method will apply the active learning technique described in Section 3 to build a regression model and predict the transferability measure for sequence-task pairs. Further, it will relearn the model at each step m. Let the curriculum sequence at step m be I m = {M * 1 , M * 2 , . . . , M * m−1 }. Feature vectors for the sequence as well as the tasks that are not yet in the curriculum are designed as follows. The feature vector f Im for sequence I m is computed as: f Im
For each remaining task in T sub (say M j ), the sequence-task pair feature vector f Imj is consequently defined as: f Imj
, where > 0 is a small positive constant. To find a new task to be added to the curriculum, a regression model is learned at each step. At step m, the method learns a regression model from I m and the remaining tasks in T sub . Then, it picks that task in T sub which has maximum value of transferability measure. The length of the curriculum obtained in this method is ≤ n, because one may not include a particular task based on the regression predictions.
Active Local Transfer Maximizing Selector
The second domain aware method extends Local Transfer Maximizing Selector (Algorithm 3) as follows. Instead of finding transferability measure F [i][j] for every pair of tasks ∀i, j, it uses the features of the tasks to form pair wise feature vectors and learn a regression modelF that can predict the entries of matrix F . Again the active learning technique can be used to build such a model using limited number of task pairs (i, j), speeding up the curriculum design in the process.
The feature vector f ij of a task pair is computed accounting for the similarity of the two tasks' features. The k-th element f ij k of the vector f ij is defined as:
, where > 0 is a small constant. The regression modelF is used instead of inter-task transferability matrix F and the algorithm function very similarly to Algorithm 3. The length of the curriculum obtained in this method can also be ≤ n.
We conclude by summarizing the differences between the two settings. Firstly, since there is no task representation available to domain agnostic methods, ideally the transfer performance needs to be measured for all task pairs (or sequence-task pairs) and based on this information, the next task of the curriculum should be chosen. On the other hand, in the domain aware scenarios, one can utilize the task features to model and predict the task pair (or sequence-task pair) transfer effects and avoid computing them for all pairs. Thus, tools such as active learning can be used (as shown above) to reduce the number of pairs required to learn a transfer effect model, leading to potential gains in the number of steps needed while training on the curriculum of training tasks.
Secondly, in the case of redundant tasks in T sub , domain independent methods cannot easily prune the tasks. In domain aware scenario, where task features are available, diversity scores d(M, I m ) which is the measure of diversity(inverse of similarity) between task M and the tasks in task-sequence I m can be theoretically computed to remove the redundancy.
Experiments
We verified the effectiveness of our methods on two domains: (a) a maze environment [1] , and (b) a grid world environment (see Figure 1 ). We found that the curricula selected by our approaches indeed outperform the alternative (training on the target) in all cases. In the domain aware setting, we also demonstrate that active learning methods can speed up training on the target task.
Both domains require an agent (employing the Q-learning algorithm) to find an optimal policy for reaching a goal state. The reward value for reaching the goal state is +1. We set the discount factor (γ) to be 0.9 and learning rate (α) to be 0.6. In the maze task, the start position of the agent is sampled uniformly at random from the set of feasible states while in the grid world, the start position is fixed. The episode ends when the agent reaches the goal position. Training Tasks: We construct training tasks for the above two target tasks using methods similar to [10] (see Figure 2 ). In the maze task, since the start position of the agent is not fixed, the source tasks are created by reducing the state space of the target task while keeping the goal position same. In the grid world, since the start position of the agent is also given, the source tasks are created by changing the start position of the agent while keeping the rest of the task fixed. We now present both quantitative and qualitative results of performance. In particular, we report the convergence time of our methods as well as the reward accumulated. And we also comment on the curricula selected and the final policy learned. Quantitative Results: As a baseline, we consider the agent learning the target task from scratch. We plot the total reward accumulated by our methods as well as the baseline until the Q-function converges on the target task (with Monte Carlo averaging over 30 runs). Figure 3 (Left) shows the number of steps required for the convergence as well as the reward accumulated on both the domains.
Qualitative Results: For both environments, we consider 4 source tasks leading to 24 possible curricula of full length. We calculate the number of steps required by each curriculum for convergence on the target task. Figure 4 shows the convergence time of each curriculum as compared to the baseline and the curriculum selected by our methods for both the domains. The final policies learned for both the domains using our methods are shown in the Figure 3 (Right). Domain Aware: It can be seen in Figure 3 that the Local Transfer Maximizing Selector [14] is taking larger number of steps for training. We utilize the active learning setting described in section 3 to compute the inter-task transferability matrix using lesser number of steps. In the grid world, the features f i is defined as the distance between the goal and the start position and f ij is defined as f i − f j . In the maze world, we directly define inter-task features f ij to be the number of overlapping states between the two tasks divided by the number of states in the task M i . Figure  5 shows that the number of steps reduce significantly while the performance and the curriculum selected remain the same.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have defined the online curriculum learning problem as a way to speed up the learning of reinforcement learning agents on a target task. We designed several algorithms for two broad settings. In the first, no task information is available and in the second, task dependent features are available. Our algorithms were able to choose curricula and train reinforcement learning agents more efficiently compared to training the agents directly on the target tasks for two different 
